
  



 
59 Habits for Stress Relief 
and Motivation  
 
The top 59 habits to help you with stress relief and motivation in your life. 
  
Pick one or two and see if you can keep them going for more than 60 days.  
 
How it works 
The simplest way to make a new habit permanent is to join an existing positive habit 
with a new one.  

For example, when cleaning your teeth in the morning try doing 5 squats before and 
after. That way you can make it easier for your brain to connect exercise and teeth 
cleaning as a single activity, instead of seeing it as something new which takes extra 
effort and hard work.    

 

Physical Exercise  
1. Dynamic – When we were hunter-gathers, we gathered food, hunted, carried 

water, built huts and much more. We had toned and muscular bodies. The 
key is mix up your exercise routine to get a balanced physique. Don’t do one 
form of exercise. Be dynamic - lift weights, stretch, hit the court and walk for 
all-around physical and mental fitness.  

2. Walking – If you struggle with running try a 10 minute walk. Focus on the 
environment and enjoyment of being outside.  

3. Running – Getting off the couch and going for a run boosts positive 
hormones in your body to improve sleep and mental health. Go easy and start 
slowly.  

4. Stretch – Sitting for long periods of time causes a lot of tension in your hips. If 
you’re not into Yoga try stretching out your hip and thigh muscles. It can help 
with overall body tension.   

5. Cycling – Men and Women can enjoy cycling. It’s great if you have bad 
knees or hate running and it’s great for your health and mind. 

6. Dog’s – Research tells us that people who own dogs live healthier lives. Dogs 
like ‘walkies’ so expect lots of walks, outdoor adventures and meeting people.  

 
 



 
 
Support & Help 

7. Talk – Talking to someone is one of the best ways to share concerns and get 
support. 

8. Call a friend – Reconnect with a friend who makes you feel good.   When 
you’re feeling stressed, take a break to call a friend and talk about your 
problems.  

9. Find a friend – Don’t share all your issues with the first person you see. Get 
support from the right person who brings out the best in you.  

10. Doctor/ GP – Speak with a doctor if you are struggling with mental or physical 
health. Get the advice you need and stop looking at Google. :-) 

11. Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) – It’s a great option for stress, 
depression and anxiety. Don’t be scared to share your thoughts, your 
therapist will have no doubt heard it before. 

12. Coach – Most top CEO’s and senior leaders have a coach. If you’re 
struggling with direction in life, hire a coach who can help you focus on 
realising your potential. Don’t wait, just do it.  

 

 

Mindset 
13. Meditation – Go on try it. It’s proven to help you relax and unload your stress. 

14. Mindfulness – It’s about noticing your environment and being present in the 
moment. Try listening to the birds in the morning or watching the clouds in the 
sky. 

15. Fear – Try to understand where the fear comes from. Is there a pattern to 
what you fear and how could you take action to manage it?  

16. Thoughts aren’t facts – Don’t believe every thought in your head. The mind 
sometimes offers up thoughts which aren’t facts. Investigate thoughts before 
you accept them.  

17. Good stress – Accept it as part of your life. Switching on stress hormones in 
your body can improve attention and boost energy – just don’t switch it on all 
day every day. 

18. Look at the bigger picture – When you’re feeling low remind yourself that 
what you are worried about will pass. Will it matter in a month or a year? 
Probably not.  

19. Gut instinct – When you feel something is wrong, act on your gut instinct 
rather than let fear control your life 

 
 



 

 

20. Thinking Patterns – As Einstein once said “We cannot solve our problems 
with the same thinking we used when we created them.” Think differently and 
notice new possibilities.  

21. Diary – Note down your daily thoughts to help put them into perspective. 

22. Excel at other areas of your life – If your work gives you no pleasure, try 
putting your energy into a hobby, sport or your local community. This can 
boost your confidence and motivation.  

23. Act instead of reacting – Hold your thoughts next time you feel 
uncomfortable and then try to take action in a more positive way. 

24. Try something new – Break the daily grind. Try a new hobby or seek out 
people you want to meet. Keep the mind guessing and learn new things. Don’t 
be afraid. 

25. Education – Invest in yourself. Do a course that interests and excites you. Go 
for low cost or free online courses to get a taste for new ideas and then focus 
on building your knowledge. 

 

 

Demands 
26. Money – Everyone at some point stresses about money. Sit down and plan 

your finances to help control worry and pay off bad debt.    

27. Time – Be kind to yourself, don’t expect to do everything on your ‘To do list’. 
Prioritise three main tasks each day.   

28. Say No – Learn to say No. Don’t take on responsibility when it puts too much 
pressure on your ability to cope.  

29. Perfectionism – I always say 60% is good enough. Setting high standards 
may cause delays and conflict with others. Get the right balance.   

30. Work Smarter, not Harder – Keep in mind that not all tasks are equal. If you 
start to lose focus, then that’s the point when you should be taking a break or 
winding down for bed.   

31. Control – Only try and control small parts of your life. For example, 
redundancy at work isn’t something you can control so start looking for a new 
job. 

32. Focus on one thing at a time - Our conscious brain isn’t able to multi-task. 
Try dividing your day into section like sleep, exercise, family time, work, play, 
meditation and so on.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Rest 
33. Sleep – Get more than 7 hours a night and feel the energy boost. 

34. Illness – If you’re sick go to bed and rest. Don’t try and power through, you’ll 
take longer to heal or you’ll get worse.  

35. Phone Use – Use the ‘Blue Light Filter’ to help you sleep better by reducing 
glare and melatonin suppression. 

36. Boredom – Being bored helps your mind unload. Enjoy the experience by 
putting your phone down and just sit. Think of boredom as relaxation. 

37. Music – Put on some of your favourite music and enjoy a moment of 
relaxation or an energy boosting track.  

38. Laydown and look at the sky – It might be on old trick but find a safe place 
to lay down. Look at the sky and watch the clouds. It’s a great way to calm the 
mind. 

39. Holidays – Everyone needs a break even if it’s a for half a day. Enjoy 
spending time away from work or the kids. Go on a day trip. Do something to 
help you relax.  

40. Take 20 minutes for yourself – If you struggle to take time for yourself, try 
taking just 20mins. Try a mediation or walk for 20mins so you can calm your 
mind. 

 

 

Relationships 
41. Help others – Yes, evidence shows that people who help others, through 

activities such as volunteering or community work, become more resilient. 

42. Avoid People – Some people can stress you out. It’s best to limit the amount 
of time you spend with the person or end to relationship. 

43. Say thank you – Being kind to others makes us feel good especially when 
you don’t expect to receive a compliment back. 

44. Laugh – Laughing helps you relax and see the funny side of life. Don’t be too 
serious.  

45. Forgiveness – Holding a grudge against someone won’t help you feel better. 
Letting go can mean forgiving simply by knowing people make mistakes.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Negotiation 
46. Negotiation Skill – If you want to change a situation it’s best to learn how to 

negotiate or you might end up with a bad outcome. Robert Cialdini book’s 
Influence can help you get what you want.  

47. Compromise – Learn to let go of rules and see the situation from the other 
persons point of view. Compromise and meet the person in the middle.  

 

 

Life Choices 
48. Career Choices – You might be a ‘square peg in a round whole’ meaning the 

job you do goes against your own values and purpose. Do a career test and 
consider a change for the better. 

49. Freedom – If you feel unable to express yourself at work it might be time to 
think about starting your own business. Working for yourself is the ultimate 
way to gain freedom and more control, so start planning.  

50. Personality – Try a free personality test online to understand your values, 
likes and dislikes. If work is like mental torture, maybe the job doesn’t match 
your personality so find a new one.  

51. New Experiences – The brain likes new experiences. Like a child when we 
see something new it gives us that wow factor. Travelling and seeing new 
cities or places is one way to get that rush of excitement. 

52. Be yourself with Skill – Don’t try and copy your favourite celebrity or 
entrepreneur. Trying to be just like Richard Branson or Beyoncé can be hard 
work. Take their ideas and use them to improve your own skills and ideas.      

 
 
Food & Drink 

53. Coffee – There are plenty of benefits from drinking coffee. Studies show it 
lowers the risk of skin cancer and prostate cancer in men. Go for 2 cups a 
day, but limit consumption in the afternoon or it may stop you sleeping.  

54. Diets – I don’t believe in fad diets where you drink shakes and count calories. 
Eat a plant based diet with lots of vegetables, add some berries and a small 
portion of meat/ fish.  

55. Fasting – I recommend fasting to lose weight and help with focus. Try the 5-2 
diet as it offers a gentle way to start and offers some great recipes. 

56. Energy Food – Eat foods which release energy slowly, so you don’t get that 
slump in energy. Go for foods low on the Glycaemic index.  



 

 

57. Fast Food –  Focus the bulk of your diet on fresh fruit and vegetables to 
maintain a healthy eating pattern. Keep junk food to a minimum. 

58. Processed food – Keep away from processed food, it’s mostly full of bad 
fats, sugars and other rubbish which can hurt your gut and make you feel 
anxious.  

59. Alcohol, Smoking and Caffeine – Don’t rely on these to help you cope. In 
the long-term these ‘pick me ups’ will create more problems.  

 

About the Author: Alex Burbidge has a thirst for new ideas which boost confidence 
and create positive energy. He is the owner of Bigsmiles.co which provides business 
focused wellness and stress management strategies and coaching to help people 
like you achieve their full potential.   
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